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Reversible Knitting - Lynne Barr 2009-10-01
Presents 50 completely new stitch patterns that are also reversible for a
total of 100 different looks, as well as 20 projects that take advantage of
these stitch patterns--from scarves, hats and socks to sweaters and
dresses--in a book with 250 color photos.
Dishcloth Diva Knits On! - Deb Buckingham 2017-10-18
From the author of Dishcloth Diva comes Dishcloth Diva Knit On!,
featuring 15 more charming cotton dishcloth patterns inspired by
colorwork, cables, open work, and traditional rib knitting. Each pattern
perfectly walks that tightrope between elegant design and workhorse
appeal in the kitchen and bathroom. Throughout this collection, Deb's
modern design, clear photography, and precise intructions will give you
hours of simple knitting pleasure. The book also includes a step-by-step
guide to organize your own group "lapghan" project: knit each square
with wool instead of cotton, and you have the beginnings of a beautiful
blanket that is appropriate for charity giving. Deb's helpful tips make it
fun and easy to start your own charity knitting group.
Dishcloth Diva - Deb Buckingham 2017-10-19
Let's face it-dishcloths are a pretty utilitarian knit. But they become a
delightfully simple pleasure when they have a modern design twist. In
Dishcloth Diva, Deb Buckingham brings new spin to an old idea. Each
pattern offers a unique take on dishcloth design using knots, lines, ribs,
and textures. With 20 patterns, including a wide variety of stitches, each
design is easy and fun to knit, and fits effortlessly into your bag, ready
for a road trip...or the morning subway commute. Beautiful photography
shows each design up close and personal, while emphasizing stitch
detail. Clear and precise step-by-step instructions guide you through
each pattern, achieving stunning results at any skill level. These 20
modern, enjoyable knits are perfect both for beginners and for
experienced knitters looking for a relaxing project. Dishcloth Diva
features a foreword from Kay Gardiner of Mason-Dixon Knitting, an
avowed fan of the humble washcloth.
Year of Dishcloths - Maggie Weldon 2016-03-01
Stitch a dishcloth a day for the next year! 52 designs to crochet include
textures, stripes, circles, and flowers. We’ve divided our offering into the
four seasons and know you’ll find many, many designs that are perfect
for your kitchen or gifts for all of your friends and family to enjoy!
Designs are made using size 10 crochet cotton thread and worstedweight cotton yarn. Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate.
Loom Knitting Primer - Isela Phelps 2007-03-20
"A beginner's guide to knitting on a loom, with over 30 fun projects"-Cover.
One-Skein Wonders® for Babies - Judith Durant 2015-09-08
This irresistible collection offers 101 original knitting projects for babies
and toddlers — each using just a single skein of yarn! From mittens and
hats to tees, sweaters, hoodies, pants, dresses, socks, and bootees, you’ll
find the perfect wearable for every child and every occasion. You’ll also
discover beautiful bibs, blankets, and sleep sacks, plus adorable stuffed
toys, blanket buddies, and more. These beautiful projects were
contributed by designers and crafters around the world, and each comes
with complete step-by-step instructions and a photograph of the finished
piece.
Thicket - Bridget Pupillo 2022-01-05

can have on a space! There's a difference between a house and a home,
and there's definitely a difference between a kitchen and a cozy kitchen!
Make your kitchen more than a room for cooking; knit a cozy kitchen -knit your own dishcloths! Easy Knit Dishclothsoffers 13 designs that are
a great way to practice knitting, try a new yarn, or use some of your
stash, and create a beautiful supply of colorful, environmentally friendly,
reusable cloths for cleaning, display, and gifting. Even if you've never
knit before, our beginning projects are the perfect introduction to this
craft. To help beginners get started and to refresh more experienced
knitters, the “Knitting School” teaches the featured stitches step-by-step.
With designs ranging from very simple to more challenging, knitters at
all skill levels will find designs they’ll love to make.
Clean and Crafty - Allyson Dykhuizen 2017-12-21
Dishcloth Dresses - Leisure Arts 2013-02-01
The cutest quick & easy gifts, ever!
Baby Washcloths and Afghan Squares - Lisa Carnahan 2013-11-20
"10 different stitch pattern squares and one mix and match slip-stitch
design create this wonderful collection of washcloths. You can even
stitch them together for a whimsical afghan."--Page 4 of cover.
Stitch Love: Sweet Creatures Big and Small - Mollie Johanson 2015-01-06
The crafter behind the popular blog Wild Olive offers 25 different
embroidery patterns and project instructions for creating adorable little
critters, including farm and woodland animals, dinosaurs and mythical
creatures. Original.
Shaker Dishcloths & Coasters - Staci Perry 2014-02-01
Recently I had a cold virus, and I was running a fever. I also happened to
be reading A History of Hand Knitting by Richard Rutt. In this book, he
describes a dishcloth knit by colonial American Shakers, worked on size
2mm (US size 0) or smaller needles: “The washcloths were circular,
made of 16 segments of garter stitch, arranged in alternating colours.
The rows ran radially, decreasing from the centre in alternate shortened
rows.” I read this, and I knew I wanted to take these two sentences and
write a modern pattern. The low-grade fever I was running made it
difficult to think ahead very far, so I just knit, ripped out, knit, and ripped
out - until I got it. This pattern is friendlier, using much bigger needles,
delicious modern yarn, and has 12 color segments instead of 16. *
Pattern includes links to video tutorial.
The Ladies' Knitting and Netting Book - Miss Watts 1840
Mary Thomas's Book of Knitting Patterns - Mary Thomas 2013-04-22
A widely used instruction book of classic knitting patterns and how to
create them. Patterns — illustrated in charts, diagrams, and photographs
— range from cross and cross-over motifs to lace knitting, medallion
knitting, and filet lace.
52 More Weeks of Dishcloths - Chelsea Berkompas 2015-12-18

The Big Book of Dishcloths - Leisure Arts 1998-04
With 3 choices of edgings for 99 different dishcloths, you have potentially
hundreds of variations to crochet right at your fingertips! This book
features designs for 100% cotton worsted weight yarn that work up
quickly and make great travel projects.
Easy Knit Dishcloths - Helle Benedikte Neigaard 2017-09-05
Add personality, sentiment, and coziness to your kitchen with Easy Knit
Dishcloths. Don't underestimate the effect knitting your own dishcloths
knit-dishcloth-patterns
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More Than a Dozen Dishcloths - Lisa Carnahan 2010-06
Annotation Composed of only knit and purl stitches, the dishcloth
patterns detailed in this knitting collection are a great handmade touch
for any kitchen. Well suited for beginning-level knitters, these designs
will inspire crafters to explore color combinations and ribbon
embellishments in their own projects as well as in the featured
dishcloths. The book includes 16 new pattern stitches and isbuttressed
by color photographs and tips for better knitting results.
Easy to Knit Kitchen Towels and Dishcloths - Vicki Becker 2014-07-27
Why knit a dishcloth? First dishcloths are excellent projects for
beginners. They are also great projects for more experienced knitters
who want to make a quick gift or want a project they can complete start
to finish in a day. These hanging kitchen towels and dishcloths are quick
and easy to make. You can knit a set in just a weekend using cotton yarns
and number 9 knitting needles. They are knitted using interesting
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Easy Knit Dishcloths teaches knitting through a step-by-step illustrated
"knitting school" and a collection of 13 easy, modern, stashbuster
projects.
Modern Baby Booties - Kristi Simpson 2017-06-15
Trendy Knit Dishcloths - Evelyn A. Clark 2008-06
Looking for an easy way to add color to your kitchen? Knit a set of
dishcloths in hues to match your dishes or decor! Fifteen patterns offer
you the opportunity to put your hobby to work, getting you quick,
practical results that you can be proud to use and display. Cotton yarn
makes each cloth absorbent and long-wearing. Don't forget to make
extras for housewarming gifts! 15 designs by Evelyn A. Clark: Sun;
Bubbles Border; Waves Border; Hearts Wreath; Shells Wreath; Leaves;
Berries; Quilted ♥ Hearts & Flowers; Ripples; Garden; Starfish; Fish;
Hearts Border; and Roses Border. Trendy Knit Dishcloths (Leisure Arts
#3892)
Learn to Crochet Now! - Leisure Arts 2012-11-03
Provides beginner projects to learn the techniques of crocheting, with
step-by-step illustrated instructions, explains how to read a pattern, and
presents finishing techniques.
Nifty Knit Dishcloths - Leisure Arts 2002-05
Heighten your skill and brighten your kitchen with a cornucopia of
knitting stitches. This collection includes 16 dishcloths each in one of
four colors. These nifty knits make great gifts for family and friends!
52 Weeks of Dishcloths - Stacey Winklepleck 2015-01-11

textured patterns that may look complicated but are actually very easy to
knit. Kitchen towel sets make great gifts or a nice addition to your own
kitchen! The skill levels for the patterns are beginner and easy. You
should, however, already know the basic stitches and how to read
patterns. You need to know how to cast on, knit, purl, yarn over, knit two
together, and bind off. Included in this book are pattern instructions for
6 different kitchen towels with matching dishcloths. At the end of the
book in the helpful hint section there are detailed instructions for
blocking your dishcloths. I hope you enjoy making these easy to knit
kitchen towel sets.
Quick and Easy Knitted Dishcloths - Tammy Asselin 2014-11-16
Have you had an interest in learning to knit, but didn't know where to
get started? Have you been intimidated by the complicated patterns of
difficult projects? Have you wanted to start with a small project that did
not require a large financial investment of purchasing knitting needles,
several balls of yarn and pattern books? Would you like to get started
with a small project of something useful and practical? Are you looking
for new patterns for knitted dishcloths? If you answered "yes" to any of
these questions, this book is for you! In this book, you will find: a review
of the main knitting stitches and materials used for knitted dishcloths,
for new knitters a description of the abbreviations for knitting stitches
commonly used a variety of patterns for completed dishcloths beginning
with the most basic of knitting stitches at the beginner level allowing you
to work up to intermediate patterns PLUS accompanying photo images of
each dishcloth to allow you to see the results. Are you ready to get
started? Browse through the patterns and dependent upon your skill
level, choose a pattern, get your knitting needles and your yarn and you
are ready to go!"
Dishcloths from the Heart - Evelyn A. Clark 2001-05-01
Knit these sturdy dishcloths for gifts or to keep. With the extra heft of allcotton worsted weight yarn, they'll make kitchen clean-ups easier.
Worked with basic knit stitches, each dishcloth features a unique heartshaped design. Dishcloths From The Heart (Leisure Arts #3253)
Ice Box Crochet - Wai-Yee Ng 2014-07-01
Provides instructions for crocheting food, dishes, and an ice box, with
basic crocheting techniques and tips on reading the patterns.
Knitted Nursery Collection - Jem Weston 2015-12-09
Jem Weston's delightful knitted accessories and decorations will bring a
fresh and modern style to your baby's nursery. She has chosen some of
her favourite Rowan yarns, including the lovely Baby Silk Merino DK, to
create adorable little animals and decorations with matching blankets
and cushions. There are 14 cuddly toys and colourful accessories to
choose from. The designs range from a super simple striped blanket with
matching elephant to a fluffy-tailed squirrel with matching intarsia
blanket. This gorgeous collection of projects will make perfect gifts for
anyone who is expecting a brand new bundle of joy!
Love to Knit Dishcloths - Leisure Arts 2004-02
The heart pattern takes 10 different looks in this collection of dishcloths
by Evelyn A. Clark. Each of the approximately 9" square cloths is knit
using all-cotton worsted weight yarn and size 8 (5.00 mm) needles.
Patterns include Seed Stitch Heart, Knit & Purl Hearts, Nine Hearts,
Radiating Hearts, Double Eyelet Heart, Four Hearts, Linked Hearts,
Heart Border, Purled Heart, and Large Heart.
Garden Dishcloths to Knit - Melissa Bergland Burnham 2006-02
Love to knit? Want projects that are quick and fun to do? In just a few
minutes here and there, and using only knit and purl stitches, you can
create one of a dozen garden dishcloths! From bees in flight to a
hummingbird poised before a flower, you can clearly see the clever
designs on these reversible squares. Thick and thirsty, 100% cotton
medium/worsted weight yarn makes these cloths as practical as they are
pretty. And they're wonderful as gifts! Just tuck them into a basket with a
few kitchen supplies, and you've got a great gift for a housewarming
party or a bridal shower. So take a little time from your busy day to relax
while you knit a garden dishcloth -- you'll be rewarding yourself twice!
12 Designs: Frog, Hummingbird & Trumpet Vine, Bee Skep, Sunflower,
Rose, Topiary with Heart, Butterfly, Michigan Cherries, Ladybug, Tulip,
Cardinal, and Birdhouse
Knit Dishcloths - Darla Sims 2012-05
15 Extremely easy designs inspired by Quilt Blocks!
Easy Knit Dishcloths - Helle Benedikte Neigaard 2017-09
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Teeny-Tiny Mochimochi - Anna Hrachovec 2011-08-16
It’s an indisputable fact: Everything is cuter in miniature. And while it’s
true that knitted toys are cute to begin with, they’re even more adorable
when they’re tiny. In Teeny-Tiny Mochimochi, designer Anna Hrachovec
presents more than 40 patterns for her quirkiest and most endearing
knitted Tinys — three-dimensional animals, objects, toys, and people.
Tinys make cool gifts for any occasion, and are some of the fastest,
easiest projects you’ll ever knit. They can be turned into pins, magnets,
Christmas ornaments—anything that could use some scale-model
silliness. So pick up your sock yarn and size 1 needles and get
started—you’re certain to make even a grouch giggle like a schoolgirl!
Mandala-Style Throws to Crochet - , Annie's 2020-11-25
Everyone loves to crochet Mandalas! These stunning afghans are works
of art and are sure to take center stage no matter you display them.
Designs include both squared-up and round versions. Four throws are
made using dk weight, 1 bulky weight and all remaining throws use
worsted weight yarn.
Dishcloths by the Dozen - Leisure Arts 1998-06
Twelve patterns for knit or crochet discloths.
Harry Potter: Knitting Magic - Tanis Gray 2020-01-28
Introducing the first official Harry Potter knitting book—a deluxe guide
to creating over 25 authentic Harry Potter knits based on the iconic
films. Channel the magic of the Harry Potter films from the screen to
your needles with the ultimate knitter’s guide to the Wizarding World.
Featuring over 25 magical knits pictured in gorgeous full-color
photography, this book includes patterns for clothing, home projects, and
keepsakes pulled straight from the movies—and even includes a few
iconic costume pieces as seen on-screen. With yarn suggestions based on
the true colors used in the films, projects range from simple patterns like
the Hogwarts house scarves to more complex projects like Mrs.
Weasley’s Christmas sweaters. A true fan must-have, this book also
includes fun facts, original costume sketches, film stills, and other
behind-the-scenes treasures. Harry Potter: Knitting Magic is sure to have
fans everywhere summoning needles, conjuring yarn, and practicing
their best knitting wizardry.
Color-Splash Dishcloths - Evelyn Clark 2002-11
Add a splash of color and a dab of fun to your kitchen chores with these
15 knit dishcloths. They're great for shower gifts, and you'll want to
make extras to keep on hand for wipe-ups. Cotton worsted weight yarn
ensures absorbency and durability.
Knit Dishcloth Sampler - Sandy Scoville 1996-01-01
Kitchen Kaleidoscope - Knit Picks Staff 2020-02-12
Dishcloths - Leisure Arts 2012-12-04
Crochet patterns for seventeen dishcloths, pot holders or trivets.
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